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The ProblemThe Problem
 Object:Object:  Brazilian PortugueseBrazilian Portuguese (henceforth BP)  (henceforth BP) mid V’smid V’s..
 Challenge:Challenge: unifying the account of  unifying the account of multi-layered vowel multi-layered vowel 

shifts shifts along thealong the opening  opening dimensiondimension..
 Facts:Facts:  mid V opening/closing processesmid V opening/closing processes..
 Processes:Processes:

Unstressed mid V closing harmonyUnstressed mid V closing harmony;;
Unstressed mid V closingUnstressed mid V closing (raising) (raising);;
Stressed mid V openingStressed mid V opening (lowering) (lowering). . 

 Layers:Layers:
Phonetic detailPhonetic detail;;
VariableVariable (sociolinguistic)  (sociolinguistic) categorical allophonycategorical allophony;;
Morphophonological processesMorphophonological processes;;
Probabilistic phonotactic biasesProbabilistic phonotactic biases..
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AimsAims

 To give an To give an overviewoverview of unpublished work in Portuguese  of unpublished work in Portuguese 
on the first layer (on the first layer (phonetic detailphonetic detail) of ) of BP mid VBP mid V  
opening/closingopening/closing phenomena; phenomena;

 To take a closer look at its other 3 layers, relying on To take a closer look at its other 3 layers, relying on 
lexical frequency datalexical frequency data;;

 To focus on ongoing research on the 4To focus on ongoing research on the 4thth layer:  layer: 
probabilistic phonotactic biasesprobabilistic phonotactic biases;;

 To To describe describe thethe facts facts as accurately as possible; as accurately as possible;
 To point toTo point to  dynamic modelsdynamic models as a  as a promisepromise of  of 

explanationexplanation;;
 To To attract interestattract interest of this community in the phenomena  of this community in the phenomena 

described.described.
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BackgroundBackground
 The BP Vowel System:The BP Vowel System:

Stress dependant Stress dependant 
inventory:inventory:
77  V’sV’s under  under stressstress::

i,i,  e, E, a, O, o, ue, E, a, O, o, u..
3/5/73/5/7  V’sV’s  

(i, a, u /e, a, o)(i, a, u /e, a, o) in  in 
unstressedunstressed position,  position, 
depending on depending on side side of of 
stressstress and  and dialectdialect..

Stress assignment:Stress assignment:
FinalFinal;;
PenultimatePenultimate;;
AntepenultimateAntepenultimate..

 55  V’s V’s (i, e, a, o, u)(i, e, a, o, u)  under under 
nasalizationnasalization..

 Its origin:Its origin:
LatinLatin vowels reorganized  vowels reorganized 

after after quantity lossquantity loss;;
QualityQuality distinctions due to  distinctions due to 

quantity partly quantity partly preservedpreserved  
in in mid V’s: e, o, E, Omid V’s: e, o, E, O;;

E, OE, O most common under  most common under 
stressstress;;

Changes involving:Changes involving:
OpeningOpening (mostly in  (mostly in 

stressedstressed position); position);
ClosingClosing (mostly in  (mostly in 

unstressedunstressed position). position).
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Layer 1: Phonetic DetailLayer 1: Phonetic Detail

CV co-articulation: CV co-articulation: 
((Oliveira 2000):Oliveira 2000):

No F1No F1 effects; effects;
F2 effectsF2 effects in  in 

agreement with agreement with 
literatureliterature..

Roces 2006, 2010:Roces 2006, 2010:
No F1No F1 effects; effects;
No F2 effects No F2 effects inin  

mid V’s .mid V’s .

V-to-V co-articulationV-to-V co-articulation  
(Roces 2006, 2010):(Roces 2006, 2010):
Mid V’sMid V’s in  in pre-stressedpre-stressed  

position: position: F1 effects F1 effects 
agreeing agreeing with with stressed stressed VV;;

Mid V’sMid V’s in  in stressedstressed  
position: position: F1 effects F1 effects 
disagreeingdisagreeing with  with pre-pre-
stressed stressed VV. . 

Research agenda:Research agenda:  Why Why 
such disharmony?such disharmony?
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Layer 2: Categorical AllophonyLayer 2: Categorical Allophony

 Unstressed Mid V closing:Unstressed Mid V closing:
Pre-stressedPre-stressed mid V  mid V 

harmonyharmony, e.g., , e.g., m[i]nino, m[i]nino, 
b[u]nitob[u]nito  (Bisol 1981);(Bisol 1981);

Pre-stressed Pre-stressed Mid V Mid V 
“raising”“raising”, e.g., e.g.  p[i]quenop[i]queno, , 
f[u]gão, c[u]meçof[u]gão, c[u]meço  (idem); (idem); 

 Stressed mid V opening:Stressed mid V opening:
Acronyms Acronyms andand foreign  foreign 

wordswords, e.g., , e.g., CEP CEP [‘sEpI], [‘sEpI], 
IBOPE [I’bOpI]IBOPE [I’bOpI]; ; Sch[E]rerSch[E]rer..

 InnovativeInnovative pronunciation  pronunciation 
of of low frequency low frequency wordswords, , 
e.g., e.g., c[e]pa>c[E]pa, c[e]pa>c[E]pa, 
t[e]rso>t[E]rsot[e]rso>t[E]rso..

Note the inverse correlations  
spanning over different ranges. 
Research Agenda: Why lemma 
frequency matters?
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Layer 3:  NounLayer 3:  Noun  MorphophonologyMorphophonology

 Gender/numberGender/number suppletive  suppletive stem V stem V alternationsalternations: : umlautumlaut  
or or ablautablaut??
MasculineMasculine sing.  sing. originated originated inin umlaut umlaut, e.g.,, e.g.,  s[o]gros[o]gro;;
FeminineFeminine sing./pl.  sing./pl. etymologically openetymologically open, e.g., , e.g., s[O]gra/ss[O]gra/s;;
MasculineMasculine  pl.pl.  “immune” “immune” toto umlaut umlaut, e. g., , e. g., s[O]gross[O]gros..

 Synchronic ablautSynchronic ablaut  supportedsupported by occasional plural  by occasional plural 
“analogies”“analogies”, e.g. , e.g. b[O]lsos, alm[O]ços, pesc[O]çosb[O]lsos, alm[O]ços, pesc[O]ços;;

 Feminine less innovativeFeminine less innovative than plural, except as below. than plural, except as below.
 InIn regressive noun formation regressive noun formation from first conjugation  from first conjugation 

verbs, verbs, umlautumlaut is productive, though sporadic: is productive, though sporadic:
Masculine close:Masculine close:  ap[e]go, enr[e]do, tr[o]co, suf[o]coap[e]go, enr[e]do, tr[o]co, suf[o]co;;
Feminine open:Feminine open:  l[E]va, r[E]ga, tr[O]ca, p[O]dal[E]va, r[E]ga, tr[O]ca, p[O]da. . 

 UmlautUmlaut or  or ““metaphonymetaphony”” does not seem to be just a phonetic  does not seem to be just a phonetic 
“fossil”, but a “fossil”, but a lexicallexical  processprocess. Can . Can dynamicsdynamics explain? explain?
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Layer 3: Adjective MorphophonologyLayer 3: Adjective Morphophonology
 Same Same suppletive ablautsuppletive ablaut pattern as in nouns, e.g.,  pattern as in nouns, e.g., 

n[o]vo, n[O]vos, n[O]va/sn[o]vo, n[O]vos, n[O]va/s;;
 One highly One highly productive suffixproductive suffix: : ‘oso’‘oso’, e.g., , e.g., gost[o]so, gost[o]so, 

gost[O]sos, gost[O]sa/sgost[O]sos, gost[O]sa/s  ;;
Non-etymological Non-etymological VV::  oso<oso<ōōsumsum, with long V; , with long V; 
UmlautUmlaut traditionally attributed to  traditionally attributed to femininefeminine;;
Obscure Obscure “analogical”“analogical” origin of  origin of masculine pluralmasculine plural;;
Otherwise Otherwise similar to nounssimilar to nouns..

 But, But, unlike unlike regressiveregressive nouns nouns, first conjugation , first conjugation reduced reduced 
participlesparticiples are  are not not subject to subject to umlautumlaut::
Either Either aa close V close V is required in both masculine and  is required in both masculine and 

feminine, e.g., feminine, e.g., qu[e]do/a, p[e]go/aqu[e]do/a, p[e]go/a;;
Or Or anan open V open V  is required in both masculine and feminine, is required in both masculine and feminine, 

e.g., e.g., p[E]go/ap[E]go/a, depending on dialect., depending on dialect.
 Ablaut Ablaut  or  or “apophony”“apophony” also seems to be a  also seems to be a lexicallexical  

processprocess, perhaps in “dynamic” competition with umlaut.   , perhaps in “dynamic” competition with umlaut.   
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Layer 3: Verb MorphophonologyLayer 3: Verb Morphophonology

 Two Two kinds of kinds of ablautablaut affect  affect mid V’smid V’s in  in verb inflectionverb inflection::
A A closing trendclosing trend originated in umlaut and spread by “analogy”: originated in umlaut and spread by “analogy”:

  In the unproductive conjugations in In the unproductive conjugations in ‘ir’/‘er’‘ir’/‘er’,e.g., ,e.g., 
s[i]nto<sentio, m[o]vo<moveos[i]nto<sentio, m[o]vo<moveo;;

An An opening trendopening trend which acts as a  which acts as a defaultdefault (the “elsewhere  (the “elsewhere 
case”):case”):
In the productive conjugation in In the productive conjugation in ‘ar’‘ar’, e.g., , e.g., l[E]vo/al[E]vo/a;;
Or in forms of the other conjugations Or in forms of the other conjugations not originated in not originated in 

umlautumlaut, e.g., , e.g., d[E]ve, m[O]rred[E]ve, m[O]rre. . 
 Abstract analysesAbstract analyses treat most of these cases as underlying  treat most of these cases as underlying 

“harmony”“harmony” (Harris 1974, Mateus 1975), i.e., a  (Harris 1974, Mateus 1975), i.e., a truncated truncated 
themetheme  VV leaving an opening/closing  leaving an opening/closing tracetrace in the stem.  in the stem. 

 Is there any way to Is there any way to sort outsort out  and   and track downtrack down these  these trendstrends??
 PhonotacticsPhonotactics gives a hint…  gives a hint… PreferencePreference  ofof  openopen  stressedstressed  

syllablessyllables  forfor  openopen  midmid  V’sV’s..
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Assessing Phonotactic BiasesAssessing Phonotactic Biases
 DataData from  from publicpublic  

databasesdatabases::
LaelLael (oral, ~45,000  (oral, ~45,000 

words), available at: words), available at: 
http://www2.lael.pucsp.br/corpora/http://www2.lael.pucsp.br/corpora/

CetenCeten (written, ~60,000  (written, ~60,000 
words), available at: words), available at: 
http://www.linguateca.pt/http://www.linguateca.pt/

 CodingCoding::
AcronymsAcronyms and  and foreignforeign  

words filtered words filtered outout;;
Automatic Automatic orthography orthography 

to phoneto phone conversion  conversion 
(Albano & Moreira (Albano & Moreira 
1996).1996).

 Sample sizeSample size  selectionselection::  
Comparison among Comparison among 

different-sized different-sized random random 
samplessamples;;

Caveat: Caveat: small samplessmall samples  
are are unstableunstable..

 StatisticsStatistics::  
AssociationAssociation: : chi-chi-

squaresquare (Pearson’s and  (Pearson’s and 
Likelihood Ratio);Likelihood Ratio);

Association StrengthAssociation Strength: : 
Phi and Cramer’s VPhi and Cramer’s V;;

Cell significanceCell significance: : Sokal Sokal 
& Rohlf’s (1995) test& Rohlf’s (1995) test..

Factor contribution:Factor contribution:  
Log Linear ModelingLog Linear Modeling..

http://www2.lael.pucsp.br/corpora/
http://www.linguateca.pt/
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Layer 4: Probabilistic Layer 4: Probabilistic 
PhonotacticsPhonotactics

 Segment frequency factSegment frequency fact::
Open mid V’sOpen mid V’s are  are low low 

frequencyfrequency (even under  (even under 
stress).stress).

 Co-occurrence frequency Co-occurrence frequency 
factsfacts: : 
Pre-stressed mid V’sPre-stressed mid V’s are  are 

weakly biased to weakly biased to co-occur co-occur 
with with high high andand mid  mid 
stressed V’sstressed V’s (harmony); (harmony);

Antepenultimate Antepenultimate and and 
penultimatepenultimate  stressed mid stressed mid 
V’sV’s are biased to be  are biased to be open: open: 
Cramer’s V = Cramer’s V = .27.27..

Stressed Mid V Frequency in Lael Types
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A Glimpse into Diachrony: A Glimpse into Diachrony: 
Latinate & Non-Latinate WordsLatinate & Non-Latinate Words

 Stressed mid V’s are massively open in non-latinate 
vocabulary! (Source: online Houaiss dictionary) 

  Phi (= Cramer’s V, for 2x2 tables) is very high (=.63).
 Thus, the relationship between stress and opening must 

have been active in mid V’s for centuries.
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A Pre-stressed Mid V Harmony A Pre-stressed Mid V Harmony 
Bias?Bias?

 In In both corporaboth corpora, , pre-pre-
stressed V’s:stressed V’s:  
 If If highhigh or  or lowlow, prefer  , prefer  

disharmonic openingsdisharmonic openings, , 
i.e., H-L or LM & L-H;i.e., H-L or LM & L-H;

 If If midmid, prefer , prefer harmonic, harmonic, 
i.e., the i.e., the same same oror lesser  lesser 
openingsopenings, M-M or M-H , M-M or M-H 
(as in above).(as in above).

These These biasesbiases are  are 
significantsignificant, overall and , overall and 
cell by cell.cell by cell.

However, they are However, they are 
extremelyextremely weak weak::  
Cramer’s VCramer’s V≈ .≈ .10!10!

Thus:Thus:
HarmonyHarmony is  is weak weak 

lexicallylexically;;
So, So, much room much room is left is left 

for it infor it in allophony  allophony andand  
allomorphyallomorphy..

Can Can dynamicsdynamics  
explain such a explain such a layerlayer  
interactioninteraction? ? 
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Open Stressed V Bias: Open Stressed V Bias: 
Stress Position or Syllable Type?Stress Position or Syllable Type?

 Is there such a rule as “dactylic 
lowering” (Wetzels 1992)?

 Maybe: in LAEL, the 
association between mid V 
opening and stress position is 
moderate in word types: 
Cramer’s V = .22;

 However, it is nearly negligible 
in word tokens: V = .10;

 On the other hand, in the same 
corpus, the association between 
mid V opening and syllable 
type is much stronger in word 
types: V = .39;

 And gets strengthened in word 
tokens: V = .48.

NB: Overall proportions remain 
even if nasals are discounted.

Lael Types: V Opening & Syllable Type
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Mid V Opening, Stress Position Mid V Opening, Stress Position 
and Syllable Type in Oral Mid V’sand Syllable Type in Oral Mid V’s

 As just seen, opening is 
associated to both stress 
position and syllable type.

 Recall that the contrast is 
neutralized by nasalization.

 For Lael oral mid V’s, a log 
linear model fitted to an 
opening x stress position 
x syllable type contingency 
table yields significance for 
all 3 factors and their 
interactions. 

 Note the strength of the 3  
interactions.



The Default Opening  for Mid 
Vowels
 Under penultimate or final 

stress, Mid V’s tend to:
Open in open syllables;
Close in closed syllables. 

 The majority of stressed 
syllables is open.

 Open is thus the default 
value for stressed mid V’s.

 Therefore, under 
antepenultimate stress, as 
in other “elsewhere” 
contexts, oral mid V’s just 
tend to default.

 Research agenda: Why 
prefer open in open 
syllables?

Stress x Syl Type x Opening: Lael Types
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ConclusionsConclusions

All All 4 layers4 layers of BP opening/closing phenomena  of BP opening/closing phenomena 
seem to have a seem to have a life of their ownlife of their own;;

Yet, they are Yet, they are similarsimilar in: in:
Popping up at Popping up at different scalesdifferent scales; ; 
Evolving by Evolving by bursts and spurtsbursts and spurts;;
WeaklyWeakly  constraining one anotherconstraining one another..

This looks like the behaviorThis looks like the behavior  ofof  dynamical dynamical 
systemssystems;;

So please, dynamics experts, help find So please, dynamics experts, help find orderorder in  in 
this this chaoschaos!!
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